
CHAPTER OUTLINE

The day begins with the startling blare of
the clock radio. Instinctively your hand

fumbles for the snooze button, seeking a few
extra moments of peace in the warm bed. You
eventually arise, don some clothes, and
stumble toward the kitchen to get some food.
If you are like many older students returning to
college, you stop to wake your children for
school. Watching your children haphazardly
prepare for their day, you start thinking about
your own. Oh, it is a big day! Today your
Human Biology class begins. What will the
class cover? Will the material be fun to learn?
The feeling was subtle, but was that a twinge
of anxiety?

What is human biology? Human biology is
the study of life, starting from the human ex-
perience. The field covers the anatomy and
physiology of the human body, as well as
the back-and-forth interplay between hu-
mans and the environment. If you, like
your classmates, are indeed human, this
commonality will be used to create a foun-
dation for building an understanding of the
broader issues of biology.

As you delve into this area of study,
you’ll look at what makes something alive,
how scientists see the world, and how the
scientific approach can help you become a
better citizen. You will also look at how the
body moves through the environment and
how organ systems can fail and cause dis-
ease. Finally, you will look at how an indi-
vidual organism protects itself within the
environment and at how populations of or-
ganisms cooperate or compete in their
ecosystems. The beauty of studying biol-
ogy from a human perspective is that it
guides you through the entire living realm
starting from your own experience.
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Living Organisms Display Nine Specific
Characteristics

eflect again on the start of your day. It
has just demonstrated many of the char-
acteristics of life (Table 1.1). Several
appeared during your first minutes of

awakening. Life is defined by the ability to respond to
external stimuli (remember waking to the alarm?). Ob-
jects that are alive can alter their environment, as you
did by silencing the dreadful noise. You sensed your
environment when you felt the chill of the morning,
then you adapted to your environment by covering
yourself with clothes to maintain your internal temper-
ature. Living things require energy, which plants get by
synthesizing compounds using solar power and which
animals get by ingesting nutrients, aka breakfast. All of
us are proof that living organisms reproduce. On the
average foggy-headed morning, you doubtless failed to
notice three other characteristics of life: (1) life is com-
posed of materials found only in living objects (your
body contains proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, and nu-

List the characteristics of life.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

R

CONCEPT CHECK

Define cell biology.

List six of the nine characteristics of life.

Characteristics of life Table 1.1

Respond to external stimuli

Alter the environment

Sense the environment

Adapt to the environment

Use energy

Reproduce

Contain materials found only in living organisms

Maintain a constant internal environment (homeostasis)

Have a high degree of organization

cleic acids: DNA and RNA);
(2) living organisms maintain
a stable internal environ-
ment, a property called
homeostasis; and (3) life ex-
hibits a high degree of organi-
zation, which extends from
microscopic units, called
cells, into increasingly com-
plex tissues, organs, organ
systems, and individual or-
ganisms. Not all organisms
display these nine characteris-
tics, leading to confusion as to
their classification. (See I
Wonder. . . Are viruses consid-
ered living organisms?)

Cell The smallest

unit of life, con-

tained in a mem-

brane or cell wall.

Organ A structure

composed of more

than one tissue hav-

ing one or more

specific functions.

Organ system
A group of organs

that perform a

broad biological

function, such as

respiration or

reproduction.

Organism One liv-

ing individual.
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Are viruses considered living organisms?

Viruses are among the smallest agents that can cause dis-
ease, and they cause some of the worst diseases around.
Scientists think that smallpox, caused by the variola virus,
killed more people in the past few centuries than all wars
combined. HIV, the human immunodeficiency virus, causes
AIDS, whose death toll continues to mount year after year.

Because viruses are less than 1 micron (millionth of a
meter) across, they were not discovered until early in the
nineteenth century. Viruses are much smaller than bacteria,
which are single-celled organisms that are truly alive.

We know viruses can kill. To determine whether they
are alive, we refer to the required characteristics of life, and
we observe that viruses lack many of them, such as:

• cells (viruses are basically a protein coat surrounding 
a few genes, made of either DNA or RNA);

• the ability to reproduce;

• the ability to metabolize or respire; and

• a mechanism to store or process energy.

Viruses can reproduce but only if they can slip inside a
host cell and seize control of its internal machinery. Viruses
are more complex than prions, the distorted proteins that
cause bovine spongiform encephalopathy—mad cow dis-
ease. However, viruses are far simpler than even a bacterial
cell. So although viruses are not alive, they are the ultimate
parasite.

Define homeostasis and relate it to the study of life.

The colorized blue cells in this photograph

are surrounded by very small, circular viral

particles. The tremendous size difference be-

tween typical cells and viruses is evident

here. The picture shows the Corona virus, the

cause of the common cold, and the magnifi-

cation is TEM X409,500.
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Effectors
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There is a return to 
homeostasis
when the response 
brings the controlled 
condition back to 
normal.

that receives the
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controlled condition.

Input
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Feedback loop Figure 1.1

A feedback system requires three components: ●1 a stimulus

receptor that monitors the environment and reports any

changes, ●2 a control center that registers the signal from the

stimulus receptor and formulates a response, and ●3 an

effector or effectors to carry out that response.

Thermostat regulation 
coupled to body 
temperature regulation
Figure 1.2

Skin constricts
to decrease heat 
loss through the 
skin

Return to homeostasis
when response brings
body temperature back 
to normal

Skeletal muscles
contract in a 
repetitive cycle
called shivering

Increase in body temperature

Effectors

Control center

Receptors

Input

Output
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impulses

Nerve impulses
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Thermoreceptors in 
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Body temperature

Decreasing

Some stimulus disrupts
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1
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3

4

5

Thermoregulation is a good example of

negative feedback. 

●1 Drop in temperature disrupts homeostasis. 

●2 Body temperature decreases. 

●3 Temperature-sensitive receptors in the skin

detect falling body temperature and signal

thermoregulatory cells in the brain, which

make you feel chilled. 

●4 The brain starts a response that raises your

internal temperature by signaling effector

organs to generate heat and reduce heat loss. 

●5 The large muscles of your legs and chest

begin to move, causing shivering that

generates internal heat. The blood vessels of

your skin constrict, slowing blood flow near the

skin, reducing heat loss. Normally, these

responses restore homeostasis and keep your

body within its range of normal temperature.
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Snowshoe hare Figure 1.3

A thermoregulatory feedback system is found in humans and other

endothermic animals. The snowshoe hare thermoregulates using

negative feedback, as do humans. Many endothermic animals can

restrict blood flow to reduce heat loss through their extremities. We find

our fingers and toes turning white in cold climates due to a restriction in

the blood flow through these extremities. Many cold-climate mammals

also thermoregulate through behavioral adaptions, such as migrating,

building burrows, clustering for warmth, or hibernating.

Living Things Must Maintain Homeostasis      7

ne key element of life is homeostasis, a
word that means “staying the same”
(homeo � unchanging; stasis � stand-
ing). Humans, along with other organ-

isms, can function properly only if they stay within nar-
row ranges of temperature and chemistry. Homeostasis
allows you to respond to changes in your internal envi-
ronment by modifying some aspect of your behavior,
either consciously or unconsciously. When you are
chilled, you consciously look for ways to warm yourself.
This morning, you clothed yourself in an attempt to re-
main warm. If your clothing was not enough, your body
would begin to shiver to generate internal heat through
chemical reactions. Blood vessels near the surface of
your skin would constrict and carry less blood, thereby
reducing heat loss through radiation. These changes

are attempts to maintain
homeostasis. (See Health,
Wellness, and Disease: Home-
ostasis and blood chemistry,
on p. 8.)

Homeostasis helps an
organism stay alive, often
through the use of feedback

systems, or loops (Figure 1.1). The most common
type of feedback system in the human is negative feed-
back. Negative feedback systems operate to reduce or
eliminate the changes detected by the stimulus recep-
tor (Figures 1.2 and 1.3). Negative feedback pre-
vents you from breathing fast enough to pass out or
from drinking so much water that your blood chemistry
becomes dangerously unbalanced. Feedback is so im-
portant that we will return to it when we discuss each
organ system.

Living Things Must Maintain Homeostasis

Define homeostasis and describe how it plays a role in everyday

activities.

Contrast negative and positive feedback systems.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

O

Radiation The

transfer of heat

from a warm body

to the surrounding

atmosphere.

Endothermic
Organisms that

maintain an inter-

nal temperature

within a narrow

range despite 

environmental 

conditions.
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know some of the molecules we will discuss, like water,
glucose, and DNA. Molecules then combine to form
cells, which are the smallest unit of life. We will take a
closer look at the cell in Chapter 3. Groups of similar
cells with similar function combine to form tissues. The
human body has four major tissue types: muscular, ner-
vous, epithelial, and connective. Tissues working to-
gether form organs, such as the kidney, stomach, liver,
and heart. Organs with the same general function com-
bine to form organ systems. For example, the respira-
tory system includes organs that work together to ex-
change gas between cells and the atmosphere; organs
in the skeletal system support the body and protect the
soft internal organs. A suite of organ systems combine
to form the human organism. Notice that each layer of
complexity involves a group of related units from the
preceding layer. This type of hierarchy is found
throughout biology and the natural world.

Taking a global view of the organization found
in the natural world, we see
that the concept of hierarchy
does not stop at the individ-
ual. The individual human
organism lives in groups of
humans called populations

(Figure 1.5, p. 11).

ne of the oldest techniques for dealing
with our world is to categorize it and di-
vide it into manageable chunks. Imag-
ine trying to understand this paragraph

if the sentences were not chunked into words through
the use of spaces. Similarly, the natural world seems
overwhelming and chaotic until we organize it. Biology
is organized in steps, from micro to macro: Small units
make up larger units, which in turn form still larger
units. We see this in both artificial and natural organi-
zation in biology. In artificial classification (taxonomy),
a system of names is used to identify organisms and
show their relationship. Natural organization, in con-
trast, emerges from the structure of organisms. Both
natural and artificial organization help us make sense
of the living world. Natural organization appears in the
human body as it does in the rest of the living realm.

Natural organization is based on a system of in-
creasing complexity. Each level in the hierarchy is
composed of groups of simpler units from
the previous level, arranged to perform a
specific function. The smallest particles that
usually matter in biology are atoms (Fig-

ure 1.4, p. 10). Atoms are defined as the
smallest unit of an element that has the
properties of an element. Atoms combine
to form molecules—larger units that can
have entirely different properties than
the atoms they contain. You already

8 CHAPTER 1 What Is Life? Biological Organization Is Based on Structure      9

Understand the organizational pattern of all biology.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
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Biological Organization Is Based 
on Structure
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Homeostasis and blood chemistry

Blood is a tissue that unites most of the body. Because

the body’s countless chemical reactions require specific

environmental conditions, maintaining blood chemistry

through homeostasis is critical to health. Two key aspects

of blood chemistry are water concentration and levels of

various ions, charged particles called electrolytes. Key

electrolytes include calcium, sodium, and potassium. If

homeostasis fails, and concentrations of water or elec-

trolytes stray outside normal ranges, disease or death

can result.

Water. The body has several mechanisms to regulate wa-

ter balance in blood and the fluid around cells. The brain

triggers thirst when it detects a low blood volume and

changes in blood electrolyte levels. Homeostatic mecha-

nisms also direct excretion: the kidney responds to a hor-

mone that can speed or slow urine production to restore

water concentrations to the normal range.

Calcium is essential for blood clotting and for muscle and

nerve function. Excess calcium can cause painful kidney

stones; too little calcium can lead to tremors and other

neurological symptoms.

Potassium is a key electrolyte in the blood and fluid

around cells. Potassium ions affect the cell membrane

and are needed for proper nerve and muscle function. If

potassium is exhausted due to prolonged exercise or

other causes, muscles may fail to respond and the heart

rhythm can deteriorate. As many athletes know, bananas

are a good source of potassium.

Sugars. Sugar in the blood, especially glucose, is a key

source of energy. Glucose must enter a cell before it can

be used, and this entry requires the hormone insulin. In

diabetes, the body either fails to make functional insulin

(type I diabetes) or it cannot use the insulin it has (type II

diabetes). Diabetes causes a massive departure from

homeostasis, and high levels of sugar in the blood dam-

age small blood vessels in the eyes, legs, and kidneys.

Diabetes is growing rapidly as the population gets fatter

and less active and is a leading cause of blindness and

amputation.

When blood sugar gets too low, we feel hungry and

try to eat to restore blood sugar levels. The immediate ef-

fects of low blood sugar can include light-headedness

and weakness. Low blood sugar starts a complicated

homeostatic process that we can summarize like this:

“Where am I going to get my next meal?” If blood sugar

stays low, the body may break down stored fat, using it

as an alternative source of fuel. If starvation continues,

enzymes (specific biological proteins that cause chemical

reactions) are activated that break down the protein in

muscle. This releases amino acids (the building blocks of

protein) into the blood. The amino acids are then taken

up by the liver, which converts some of them into sugar

that the body can use. If this goes on too long, it results

in muscle wasting.

Sports drinks replenish water, potassium, and blood sugar, help-

ing restore homeostasis after vigorous exercise.

CONCEPT CHECK

What negative feedback system is at work right now
in your body (other than thermoregulation)?

Identify the stimulus, receptor, effector,
and control center using your example.

Explain how atoms, and therefore the entire field of chemistry, relate to the study of life.

Population All

representatives of a

specific organism

found in a defined

area.

A human being illustrates the largest level

of structural organization: the organism.
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10 CHAPTER 1 What Is Life?

CONCEPT CHECK

Order the following from microscopic to
macroscopic: stomach, cell, carbon,
digestive system, muscular tissue.

6

3

4

5

1 CHEMICAL LEVEL

Atoms

2 CELLULAR LEVEL

Molecule (DNA)

ORGANISM LEVEL

ORGAN SYSTEM
LEVEL

ORGAN LEVEL

TISSUE LEVEL

Hierarchy of organization of life Figure 1.4

Natural organization: from atom to organism.

●1 Chemical level: the chemical “components” that are

arranged into cells (for example, protein).

●2 Cellular level: the smallest unit of life; a component

bounded by a membrane or cell wall. In multicellular

organisms, cells are usually specialized to perform specific

functions (muscle cell).

●3 Tissue level: an assemblage of similar cells (muscle).

●4 Organ level: an assemblage of tissues, which often have

several functions (heart).

●5 Organ system level: the group of organs that carries out a

more generalized set of functions (cardiovascular system).

●6 Organism level: Homo sapiens.

What is the difference between a
community and a population?

Biological Organization Is Based on Structure      11

Population relationships to the world
Figure 1.5

A Individual B Human Population Populations are 
comprised of individuals

C Biological Community Human populations
live in concert with populations of other organisms,
interacting in a larger concept called the community

D Ecosystem Communities are united in geo-
graphic areas, interacting with one another and the
physical environment in a biome. The Earth has many
biomes, such as the open ocean, high sierra, desert,
and tropical rain forest

E Biosphere Finally, all Earth’s biomes comprise
the biosphere
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12 CHAPTER 1 What Is Life? Biological Classification Is Logical      13

Biological Classification Is Logical

uman biology, like the rest of biology,
tries to make sense of myriad observa-
tions of the biosphere by classifying or-
ganisms into groups with similar charac-

teristics. The branch of science dealing with this
organizational scheme is called taxonomy. One of
the best-accepted taxonomic schemes starts from the
top, with six kingdoms (Figure 1.6): Animalia (the
animals), Plantae (the plants), Fungi (the fungi), Pro-

Understand the logic of taxonomy.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

H

Domains and kingdoms Figure 1.6

tista (the one-celled organisms
that possess nuclei), and Eu-
bacteria and Archaebacteria
(the bacteria and other one-
celled organisms without nu-
clei). Each kingdom is further
classified, based on similar
characteristics, into divisions
that get ever more narrow: phylum, class, order, family,

Relate taxonomy to biology.

Taxonomy The

study of classifica-

tion, based on

structural similari-

ties and common

ancestry.

Can wolves and dogs produce offspring?
Figure 1.7

Taxonomy is not always straightforward. Organisms can

get different names based on different criteria and

depending on whether you prefer to “lump” or “split”

close relatives. For example, the Smithsonian Institution

and the American Society of Mammalogists classify the

domestic dog and the gray wolf as one species, Canus

lupus. Within this species they include the domestic dog

(C. lupus familiaris), the gray wolf (C. lupus lupus), and

even the dingo (C. lupus dingo). These three canines can

interbreed and produce viable offspring. Other

taxonomists consider the dingo and the domestic dog

separate species (C. dingo and C. familiaris, respectively)

because they do not interbreed in the wild. Thus

“lumpers” and “splitters” can both find justification in

nature. But those tabloid-news headlines about fearsome

wolf-dogs may be true; they are members of the same

species, and they can interbreed.

Plantae

Earliest Organisms

KingdomsFungiAnimaliaProtista

Archaebacteria
(prokaryotes)

Eukarya
(eukaryotes)

DomainsEubacteria
(prokaryotes)

genus, and species. Each
category defines the organ-
isms more tightly, resulting
in a hierarchy of similarity.
The final category, species,
implies reproductive isola-
tion, meaning (with a few ex-
ceptions) that members of a
particular species can pro-
duce viable offspring only if
they breed with each other
(Figure 1.7).

Tax-Talk Taxonomists capi-
talize the first letter of all classification terms except

species (Homo sapiens). The
species name is always pre-
ceded by the entire genus
name, unless you have just
used the genus; then you can
abbreviate it: “In regard to
Homo sapiens, we must note that H. sapiens . . .”. Genus
and species names are either underlined or written in
italics (Figure 1.8, p. 14).

Each successive category refines the character-
istics of “human” to the point where only humans are
classified in the final category, Homo sapiens. And de-
spite the amazingly complex and pervasive cultural dif-
ferences that exist between populations of humans, we
are all members of the same species.

Species A precise

taxonomic classifi-

cation, consisting of

organisms that can

breed and produce

offspring capable of

breeding.

Viable
Capable of 

remaining alive.

www.wiley.com/
college/ireland

Kingdom
A high-level 

taxonomic 

classification.
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14 CHAPTER 1 What Is Life? Scientists Approach Questions Using the Scientific Method      15

Human taxonomy Figure 1.8

cience is a field with specific goals and
rules. The overall goals are to provide
sound theories regarding the phenom-
ena we observe, using rules embodied

List the steps in the scientific method in order.

Define hypothesis and theory.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

S
Scientific method Figure 1.9
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by the scientific method. When a question arises about
the natural world, the scientific method provides the
accepted, logical path to the answer (Figure 1.9).

A scientific experiment is an exercise in vandal-
ism: Our goal is to prove our hypothesis wrong. Say our
hypothesis is that the rooster’s crow causes the sun to
rise within the next 20 minutes. How could we test this
hypothesis? Could we force the rooster to crow at mid-
night, and wait 20 minutes for a glow on the eastern
horizon? Could we prevent the rooster from crowing in

Recognize problem
or unanswered question.

Develop hypothesis
to explain problem.

Design and perform
experiment to test hypothesis.

Analyze and interpret data
to reach conclusions.

Share new knowledge
with other scientists.

Make predictions based on hypothesis.

Does hypothesis predict reality?

No. Reject/revise
hypothesis and start again.

Yes. Keep testing to
verify hypothesis.

Other scientists test
hypothesis, often in ways
different from the original
experiment.

New knowledge results
in new questions.

1

2

3

4

5

The scientific method includes 5 steps.

●1 Observations are made about the

natural world. These observations lead

directly to questions.

●2 The scientist will formulate a

question in such a way that it becomes

a statement that can be tested. This

testable statement is a hypothesis.

●3 A controlled experiment is then

designed to refute or disprove the

original hypothesis.

●4 Data is collected and conclusions

are drawn.

●5 The results of the experiment are

communicated to other interested

people.

CONCEPT CHECK

List the taxonomic categories from most
inclusive to least inclusive.

What can you discover about an organism
by comparing its full taxonomic
classification to that of a human?

Meet your human taxonomy:

A Kingdom � Animalia (all multicellular organisms that

ingest nutrients rather than synthesize them)

B Phylum  � Vertebrata (all animals with a vertebral col-

umn or dorsal hollow notocord (a structure along the

top of animals) protecting their central nervous system Scientists Approach Questions Using 
the Scientific Method

C Class � Mammalia (all vertebrates with placental devel-

opment, mammary glands, hair or fur, and a tail located

behind the anus)

D Order � Primates (mammals adapted to life in trees)

E Family � Hominidae (primates that move primarily with

bipedal—two-footed—locomotion)

F Genus � Homo (hominids with large brain cases,

or skulls)

G Species � H. sapiens (the largest brain case of the genus Homo;

“sapiens” loosely translates as “knowing”)

human_ch01_002-025v3.qxd  31-01-2007  14:47  Page 14



Observation, experi-
mentation, and analysis are
the basis for scientific reason-
ing. Once a hypothesis has sur-
vived rigorous testing without
being disproved, it is accepted
as a theory. Theories are not
facts, but rather extremely
well-supported explanations of the natural world that
nobody has disproved. To a scientist, a theory is much
more than a hypothesis or a belief—it’s our best effort
to date to explain nature. Many fields of science may be
involved in supporting a theory. The theory of evolu-
tion through natural selection, for example, is sup-
ported by taxonomists, geologists, paleontologists, ge-
neticists, and even embryologists. Many scientists have
tried, but none has refuted the basic hypothesis first de-
scribed by Charles Darwin in 1859. Another key theory,
the cell theory, will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Brand X with the firming
agent. After using the cream
for one month, we will repeat
the skinfold measurements
and analyze our data, looking
for changes in skin tautness
between the two groups as evi-
dence for either accepting or
refuting the hypothesis. If the
experimental group displays a
change in tautness that would
occur by chance in less than 1
experiment in 20, the change
is said to have statistical sig-
nificance, and the hypothesis
is supported: the cream does
tighten the skin.

Because biologists can-
not always control all factors, or variables, that might
affect the outcome, they often
use observation as a form of ex-
perimentation. If you were inter-
ested in the effects of mercury
on the human brain, it would
not be ethical to dose people
with mercury, but you could
perform an observational study.
You could measure blood levels
of mercury, or you could ask
your subjects about past diet
(food, especially fish, is the ma-
jor source of mercury expo-
sure). Then you would use sta-
tistical tests to look for a
relationship between mercury
exposure and intelligence. Fi-
nally, you could try to confirm
or refute your results with con-
trolled experiments in lab ani-
mals. Does mercury make rats
faster or slower at negotiating a
maze (a standard test for rat in-
telligence)? Observational stud-
ies are also a mainstay of field
biology (Figure 1.11).

16 CHAPTER 1 What Is Life? Scientists Approach Questions Using the Scientific Method      17

hypothesis to a specific situation. An “if, then” state-
ment is an ideal basis for a scientific experiment: “If sit-
uation A (rooster crows) occurs, then result B (sunrise)
will follow.” In our experiment, we changed situation A
and monitored any changes in result B.

When designing and running the experiment,
we must control all potential variables. Otherwise, we
cannot draw any valid conclusions. In the rooster ex-
ample, it would be a good idea to muzzle all nearby
roosters. Otherwise, how would we know if a bird in
the next chicken coop had caused the sunrise? Simi-
larly, in testing new medicines, scientists use a “dou-
ble-blind” experiment: nobody knows whether each
research subject is getting real medicine or a fake,
called a “placebo.” This prevents expectations that the
drug will work from actually causing a change in the
subject’s health. The “placebo effect” can be power-
ful, but the goal is to test the drug, not the research
subject’s expectations.

Finally, our hypothesis must be testable. If we
cannot think of a situation where we could disprove it,
there is no experiment to devise. Learning to assess sit-
uations with the scientific method takes some practice,
but it’s a skill that can be useful throughout life.

Let’s take an example from human biology to
show the process of testing a hypothesis. Have you seen
those hand lotions that claim to be “skin firming”?
Sounds great, but how would we test this claim? Under
the scientific method, we consider the marketing claim
to be the observation, so we must develop a testable hy-
pothesis from the observation: “Using this hand cream
for one month will cause measurable tightening of the
skin on the back of the hand.” Now we restate the hy-
pothesis as an “if, then” statement: “If the cream does
firm the skin, then using the cream on the back of the
hand for one month will reduce the skinfold measure-
ment.” This is a testable statement that lends itself to
controlled experimentation. First, we will assess each
person’s skin tautness by measuring the skin fold that
can be pulled up on the back of the hand. Then we will
randomly divide the participants into two groups: a con-
trol group and an experimental group. We will treat
each group in an identical manner, except that the con-
trol group will use Brand X hand cream without the
firming agent and the experimental group will get

Scientists in field collecting experimental data
Figure 1.11

Field ecologists, like many other biologists, must rely on observational studies

rather than controlled experiments.

Conclude and
communicate

Collect and
analyze results

Design and
conduct experiment

Hypothesis Rooster crow causes sunrise

Observation

0 Alive
rooster

Dead
rooster

10

S
un

 R
is

e

The sun rises
even if no
rooster crows

Experimental design Figure 1.10

The scientific method is rooted in logic. If we can prove that our

hypothesis does not apply to even one situation, then it is

wrong. After we analyze this data and draw conclusions from it,

we may have to junk our hypothesis, or conclude that it applies

to a more limited range of circumstances.

the morning? In either case, if the sun rose as usual,
our hypothesis would be disproved, and we would need
to find a better hypothesis (Figure 1.10).

This silly example shows how scientists may ma-
nipulate factors that (according to the hypothesis)
seem related to the observation, all in an attempt to dis-
prove the hypothesis. We develop a hypothesis using in-
ductive reasoning—creating a general statement from
our observations. We design the experiment, however,
with deductive reasoning, moving from the general

Statistical signif-
icance An experi-

mental result that

would occur by

chance in less than

1 experiment in 20;

the accepted level

in modern science.

Variable A factor

that can be

changed in an ex-

periment to test

whether and how it

affects the

outcome.

Theory A general

uniting principle of

science, upheld by

observation and

many experiments.
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Science is not a perfect, set-in-stone answer to
questions about the natural world, but rather a dy-
namic, ever-changing collection of ideas. New informa-
tion can change or destroy accepted explanations for
the natural world. For example, doctors once blamed
contagious disease on ill humors, miasmas, and evil
spirits. Through the work of nineteenth-century biolo-
gist Louis Pasteur, it became clear that many diseases
were caused by microscopic organisms. In his break-
through experiment, Pasteur sterilized some grape
juice and showed that it did not ferment into wine.
Then he added yeast, and the juice fermented. When
Pasteur showed through experiment that invisible or-
ganisms can also cause disease, he helped establish the
germ theory of disease. Although it’s called a theory,
the germ theory is the universally accepted scientific
explanation for infectious disease.

More recently, the accepted role of the cell nu-
cleus has come into question. Based on experiments,
biologists used to consider the nucleus the cell’s con-
trol center, but new evidence suggests it actually func-
tions more like a library for genetic data. The actual
control of gene expression and cellular activity seems
to reside outside the nucleus, in specific RNA mole-
cules. The theory of nuclear control in the cell is under
serious scrutiny, and further experiments could alter it.

Scientific studies are part of the daily news. As
technology advances, humans confront scientific hy-
potheses and experimental results almost every day. We

see advertisements for new drugs. We hear that fossil
fuels are warming the globe (see Ethics and Issues:
Global warming). We see countless new technologies in
the field of consumer electronics. In medicine, we hear
about a steady stream of new surgeries and wonder
drugs. About the only way to wade through the morass
of information in the media is to understand and use
the scientific process. Responsible citizens living in
technological cultures sometimes must make decisions
about contested scientific issues they read about in
the media.

Some reports have linked the radiation from
cell phones to brain tumors, but other reports find no
connection. A few concerned citizens have demanded
that manufacturers produce “safer” cell phones, with
lower radiation emissions. Can you think of an experi-
ment that would resolve this issue, at least in principle?
As you read about the scientific studies on this issue,
ask yourself, what types of controlled and observational
experiments underlie the claims about cell phones and
cancer? Are they convincing?

The ability to question and criticize is useful in
many aspects of human biology, whether it is our con-
stantly changing understanding of obesity or the dan-
ger of food additives or environmental chemicals. Criti-
cally analyze the data, experiments, and claims before
you accept what you read. There are plenty of opinions
out there; don’t accept any until you consider the evi-
dence and reach an informed decision.

Eth
ics an

d
 Issu

es

CONCEPT CHECK

What type of reasoning
combines many
observations into one
general statement 
to be tested?

What is the difference
between a hypothesis
and a theory?

When might the
scientific method 
be helpful in your
daily life?

tures. Normally, tundra in the north stores vast amounts

of methane, which traps even more heat than carbon

dioxide. If the tundra warms, this methane could be re-

leased, causing yet more warming.

A hotter Earth is likely to be a drier Earth, and that

means more forest fires. Change in the weather could

hurt agricultural productivity, and it is likely to cause

more species to go extinct.

The bad news is that global warming may pose the

biggest environmental threat in human history. The good

news is that since humans caused the problem, humans

can also solve it. But finding solutions will be a huge task.

We must change how we work, live, and move about the

planet, and we must do so before the effects of warming

get even more severe.

Solutions can come in two areas: (1) energy effi-

ciency and social changes to reduce the demand for en-

ergy, and (2) alternative energy sources that release no

greenhouse gases. Without solutions the alternative is

grim: In just a century or two, the Earth could warm up as

much as it has warmed in the 10,000 years since the last

ice age. Back then, towering glaciers covered the Ameri-

can Midwest. That’s a lot of change to absorb in 100 to

200 years.

After years of debate and intense study, scientists

around the globe are convinced: Burning fossil fuels and

other activities that release “greenhouse” gases like car-

bon dioxide into the atmosphere are changing our planet.

Greenhouse gases make the atmosphere act much like a

greenhouse—trapping heat and warming the climate.

Over the past century, largely due to greenhouse gases,

average temperatures have risen 0.5° to 1.0°C. Over the

next century, scientists predict a rise of another 2° to 5°C.

This heat-up sounds minor, but it has already had global

effects.

Glaciers are melting on almost every continent. The ice

cap on Mount Kilimanjaro in Africa could disappear in

a few decades. If snowcaps melt in the mountains of

Colorado and California, water supplies in adjacent

parched regions could quickly decline (melting snow is

a major source of water in both regions).

The Arctic Ocean could become ice-free during the

summer after 50 years or so. Polar bears, which live

much of their lives on the ice, are particularly endan-

gered, as are indigenous people of the North.

Animal migrations are already affected. Birds are leav-

ing their wintering grounds earlier in the year. Caribou

in North America have drowned trying to migrate

across rivers that used to be ice-covered during the

migration.

Coral reefs are centers of biological diversity in the

oceans, but rising ocean temperatures have helped

cause massive decline of coral.

As temperatures warm, mosquitoes are moving to

higher elevations, spreading malaria and other

diseases.

Sea level is already rising, in part because water ex-

pands as it warms. Some low-lying island nations in

the Pacific have started making plans to leave their an-

cestral homes. Coastal cities around the globe could

be forced to relocate or build flood walls, and the sea-

level rise may accelerate as ice melts in Greenland and

elsewhere.

Climate scientists, climatologists, also worry about

feedback mechanisms. If the Arctic Ocean melts, the wa-

ter may capture solar energy affecting global tempera-

Global warming—A human solution to a human problem?
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When individuals must
make judgments and act for
the good of the group rather
than the individual, they must
make ethical decisions, and
ethical decisions should be in-
formed decisions.

Where does that infor-
mation come from? Scientific
research provides our basic understanding of the nat-
ural world. Although humans can and do add their in-
terpretations and values to the results of science, sci-
ence itself is judgment free. Scientific results are
neither good nor bad; they are just the best current
idea of how the material world operates. When Pasteur
and his peers discovered that germs cause many dis-
eases, that was neither good nor bad—it was just true.

The ability to analyze scientific issues is essen-
tial in an informed society and turns out to be more im-
portant as scientifically based issues become even more

umans have evolved as social animals,
following the rules and expectations
that make life possible in groups. This
cultural structure that overlies the bio-

logical structure of human life certainly adds interest to
our study of human biology. Culture generally requires
that people accept responsibility for other individuals
within the population, rather than merely surviving and
protecting their young. Although altruistic behavior

does appear among some pri-
mates, it helps distinguish hu-
mans from other life forms
and creates one basis for the
governments and laws people
have established.

Scientific Findings Often Lead to Ethical Dilemmas      2120 CHAPTER 1 What Is Life?

Scientific Findings Often Lead to 
Ethical Dilemmas

Speak no evil, see no evil, hear no evil
Figure 1.14

Is this any way to run an informed citizenry?

common and complex. Science seeks to explain the
natural world, but the uses of science, both beneficial
and harmful, grow from human choices. Sometimes
people choose to use scientific discoveries to improve
the environment and the human condition, and some-
times to carry out evil designs (Figures 1.12 and
1.13). The germ theory of disease can be used to help
cure disease—or to invent biological warfare.

Define altruistic behavior.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

H

Antinuclear power rally
Figure 1.13

Nuclear power has its pluses and minuses. To

take a position, you should know about global

warming, radioactive waste, and the costs

and benefits of other technologies for making

electricity. All these issues are scientific

issues.

Nuclear power plant Figure 1.12

Nuclear power poses an interesting mix of scientific and

political issues. Atomic fission can provide a large amount of

electricity, and it does not create greenhouse gases, which are

warming the globe and threatening harm to the biosphere.

However, radioactive waste is dangerous, and nuclear plants

can melt down and spew vast amounts of radiation, as one did

at Chernobyl in the Soviet Union in 1986. The decision to use

nuclear power is a political decision, not a scientific one, and

therefore it is imperative that each member of society

understand the scientific data on nuclear reactors, as well as

the social ramifications of that information.

Altruistic
Putting the needs

of others ahead of,

or equal to, 

personal needs.

Ethical decision
A decision based

on the principles of

right and wrong,

rather than on 

financial, personal,

or political gain.

CONCEPT CHECK

What is altruistic
behavior?

Why is it important
to understand
scientific
information?

Many ethically charged scientific issues, such as
stem-cell research, environmental conservation, or ge-
netically modified food, have both personal and politi-
cal ramifications. Each of these requires an understand-
ing of the science and the societal issues. An informed
voting public requires that each individual draw logical
and defensible conclusions from scientific information
(Figure 1.14).

Why is a basic understanding of science essential to being a productive citizen?

FFFFPPPPOOOO
hhhh iiii ---- rrrreeeessss     ttttoooo     ccccoooommmmeeee FFFFPPPPOOOO

hhhh iiii ---- rrrreeeessss     ttttoooo     ccccoooommmmeeee
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1Living Organisms Display
Nine Specific Characteristics

Cell biology is the study of life. One

characteristic of life is organization. Living

things are organized from microscopic to

macroscopic. All life is also composed of

cells and is responsive to the environment.

Life adapts, uses energy, and reproduces.

Living organisms are composed of carbohy-

drates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids. In

order to maintain life, these organisms

must maintain a relatively constant internal

environment.

2Living Things Must 
Maintain Homeostasis

Homeostasis (homeo � unchanging;

stasis � standing) is maintaining a constant

internal environment. Homeostasis is ac-

complished via negative feedback systems,

which include a receptor, a control center,

and an effector. Negative feedback coun-

ters the original stimulus. A second type of

feedback, positive feedback, is rare in the

body and usually destructive.

22 CHAPTER 1 What Is Life?

KEY TERMS
4Biological Classification 

Is Logical

Taxonomy is the study of classifica-

tion. Organisms are classified based on

shared characteristics. Each successive

level of classification gets more restrictive,

until only one interbreeding species is 

described by a binomial name indicating its

genus and species.

1. Gerald proudly displays his pet rock, complete with its card-

board cage, in his bedroom. His sister, Marianne, has a Chia

Pet® in her bedroom. The Chia Pet ® is a planter shaped like a

puppy, with sprouts simulating fur growing on the puppy

planter’s back and head. Using the characteristics of life listed

in the beginning of this chapter, argue that either pet is alive.

Explain why the other pet is NOT alive.

2. When considering the increasing complexity of atoms, mole-

cules, cells, and tissues, you may notice that each step has

characteristics that were absent in the previous level. These

characteristics, called emergent properties, demonstrate that

the whole organism is more than the sum of its individual parts.

Consider the heart, an organ with a variety of tissues. In what

way is the heart more than the sum of the tissues it comprises?

3. One of many negative feedback systems in the body is the reg-

ulation of blood sugar via the production of insulin and

glucagon. When this system functions, insulin is produced as

blood sugar rises, enabling cells to capture glucose. As blood

sugar decreases, insulin production stops and glucagon pro-

duction begins. Glucagon stimulates liver and muscle cells to

release stored glucose to maintain blood glucose levels. What

would happen to this negative feedback system if insulin pro-

duction could not stop?

4. Taxonomy places organisms in smaller and smaller categories,

each with more restrictive criteria, until a particular organism is

defined so tightly that no other can share that classification.

Look at the classification for humans. Where would an organ-

ism diverge from the human lineage if it had not developed dur-

ing an arboreal (tree-dwelling) existence? Where on the taxo-

nomic tree would a bipedal placental mammal with a tiny brain

case diverge?

5. Dr. Pamela Sullivan claims that her new toothpaste whitens

teeth five times faster than other toothpastes. How would you

design a controlled experiment to test Dr. Sullivan’s

hypothesis?

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS

5Scientists Approach
Questions Using 
the Scientific Method

Science is more a way of thinking than

a body of knowledge. The steps of the sci-

entific method include:

• Observation: witnessing an unusual or

unexpected phenomenon

• Hypothesis: formulating an educated

guess as to why the phenomenon 

occurs

■ altruistic p. 20

■ cell p. 4

■ endothermic p. 7

■ ethical decision p. 20

■ kingdom p. 13

■ organ p. 4

■ organ system p. 4

■ organism p. 4

■ population p. 9

■ radiation p. 6

■ species p. 13

■ statistical significance p. 17

■ taxonomy p. 12

■ theory p. 17

■ variable p. 17

■ viable p. 13

Critical Thinking Questions      23

• Experiment: designing and running a

controlled experiment to test the validity

of the hypothesis

• Collecting results and analysis: recording

the results of the experimental proce-

dure and determining the meaning of the

results obtained from the experiment

• Communicating the findings: preparing a

paper, presenting a poster, or speaking

about the results of the experiment

3Biological Organization 
Is Based on Structure

The natural organization of life on

Earth is based on a system of increasing

complexity. The base of this hierarchy is

atoms, meaning that the basis of biology 

is actually chemistry. Atoms combine to

form molecules. Molecules join together 

to form cells. Similar cells form tissues; tis-

sues with a common function form organs;

organs with similar functions form organ

systems, and a group of organ systems all

functioning together form an organism.

6Scientific Findings Often
Lead to Ethical Dilemmas

Science in and of itself is neither inher-

ently good nor bad. It is in the use of scien-

tific principles that value judgments are

made. Science can be used for either the

betterment of society or its destruction.

Individuals who understand the ramifica-

tions of the science are the ones who

should make this choice. In democratic na-

tions, however, these ethical decisions are

placed in the hands of the voting populace.

In order to make the right choices, we must

all understand at least a little bit about the

functioning of the biological world in which

we live.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
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9. What level of organization is indicated by the figure below?

a. Cellular level

b. Organ level

c. Organ system level

d. Chemical level

10. Of the levels listed, which 

is most complicated?

a. Organism level

b. Atomic level

c. Organ level

d. Organ system level

e. Chemical level

11. In which kingdom are humans found?

a. A

b. B

c. C

d. D

e. E

f. F

17. If a scientific discovery has both personal and political ramifica-

tions, it would be best to

a. rely on the media to inform you of the best use of the

discovery.

b. read one small article in your local paper to stay informed.

c. read and evaluate every article that you can find on the

subject.

d. ask your neighbors what they think, and go along with their

opinion.

1. Which of the following is NOT a characteristic of life?

a. Responds to external stimuli

b. Low degree of organization

c. Composed of proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates

d. Maintains a stable internal environment

2. Which of the listed items listed below represents the smallest

unit of life?

a. Organism

b. Organ

c. Tissue

d. Cell

3. On the figure below, identify the non-living portion.

a. A

b. B

c. C

d. B and D

24 CHAPTER 1 What Is Life? Self-Test      25

4. Using the same figure, what is structure C?

a. A viral particle b. Tissue

c. The cell d. An organ

12. Which of the following taxonomic levels includes organisms

that can interbreed and produce viable offspring?

a. Genus

b. Species

c. Family

d. Phylum

13. True or false? Anyone can employ the scientific method to an-

swer questions they have about the world around them. 

14. True or false? One of the criteria of the scientific method is the

sharing of information. 

15. Creating a general statement from an observation is referred

to as

a. theorizing.

b. deductive reasoning.

c. inductive reasoning.

d. hypothesizing.

16. In the figure below, what step of the scientific method is most

likely being practiced?

a. Hypothesizing

b. Observing

c. Communicating

d. Experimenting

6. Identify the components of a typical feedback system by writ-

ing the following terms on the diagram:

a. Receptor

b. Effector

c. Control center

that bring about 
a change or

Controlled condition
that is monitored by

that send

Some stimulus
disrupts homeostasis by

Nerve impulses or
chemical signals to a

Increasing or
decreasing a

Nerve impulses or 
chemical signals to

There is a return to 
homeostasis
when the response 
brings the controlled 
condition back to 
normal.

that receives the
input and provides

Response that alters the
controlled condition.

Input

Output

SELF-TEST

5. Homeostasis is maintained most often by

a. positive feedback systems.

b. negative feedback systems.

c. endothermic animals.

d. viruses.

e. radiation.

8. This organism is demonstrating what type of homeostatic

mechanism?

a. Negative feedback

b. Positive feedback

c. Ion control

d. Water balance

7. Which of the above components is responsible for altering be-

havior to reduce the original stimulus?

a. Receptor

b. Effector

c. Control center

F = Plantae

Earliest Organisms

KingdomsE = FungiD = AnimaliaC = Protista

B = Archaea
(prokaryotes)

Eukarya
(eukaryotes)

DomainsA = Bacteria
(prokaryotes)

A

B

C D

AU: check labels in this figure.
See fig. 1.6 page 12
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